In Impulsive Stimulated Raman Scattering vibrational oscillations, coherently stimulated by a femtosecond Raman pulse, are real time monitored and read out as intensity modulations in the transmission of a temporally delayed probe pulse. Critically, in order to retrieve broadband Raman spectra, a fine sampling of the time delays between the Raman and probe pulses is required, making conventional ISRS ineffective for probing irreversible phenomena and/or weak scatterers typically demanding long acquisition times, with signal to noise ratios that crucially depend on the pulse fluences and overlap stabilities. To overcome such limitations, here we introduce Chirped based Impulsive Stimulated Raman Scattering (CISRS) technique. Specifically, we show how introducing a chirp in the probe pulse can be exploited for recording the Raman information without scanning the Raman-probe pulse delay. Then we experimentally demonstrate with a few examples how to use the introduced scheme to measure Raman spectra.
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Sample PP g e g' (3) S A (3) S B RP Impulsive Stimulated Raman Scattering (ISRS) is a powerful technique able to monitor in time-domain vibrational fingerprints of solid state or molecular compounds using femtosecond broadband pulses. Within the ISRS experimental scheme, two temporally separated laser fields, conventionally referred to as Raman pulse (RP) and probe pulse (PP), are exploited to stimulate and read out vibrational signatures in the system of interest. 1 When the RP is shorter than the period of a normal mode, it can generate a localized wave-packet that coherently oscillates and evolves as a function of time. The photo-excited wave-packet modulates the transmissivity of the sample at the frequencies of the stimulated Raman modes, which can hence be detected by monitoring the PP transmission as a function of both temporal delay T between the pulses and the probe wavelength λ. After Fourier transformation over T , ISRS yields the Raman spectrum of the system of interest.
A sketch of the ISRS experimental layout is presented in Fig. 1a . The heterodyne detected ISRS spectra are engraved onto the highly directional PP field, efficiently suppressing both elastic and fluorescence backgrounds. For this reason, ISRS is particularly effective for probing low frequency Raman modes. Moreover, at odds with nonlinear Raman approaches in the frequency domain, such as coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering or femtosecond stimulated Raman scattering, vibrational information retrieved in ISRS is not hampered by background signals generated by the temporal overlap of multiple pulses. 2, 3 Adding an ultrashort actinic pump or tuning the Raman pulse in resonance with an electronic transition enables to trigger photochemical processes, which can then be probed with femtosecond time precision and with the structural sensitivity peculiar of Raman spectroscopy. 4, 5 During the last decade, the great potential of ISRS has been exploited for studying a broad range of phenomena, including photo-isomerization processes in retinal, 6, 7 intermolecular vibrational motions in liquids, 8 excited-state proton transfer in fluorescent protein, 9 nuclear motions in photoreceptor proteins, 10-12 singlet exciton fission in organic semiconductors 13 and polaron formation in hybrid organic-inorganic perovskites. [14] [15] [16] Moreover, twodimensional implementations of ISRS have been exploited for determining nonlinear correc- tions to the molecular polarizability, intramolecular vibrational anharmonicities, productreactant correlations and solvation dynamics. [17] [18] [19] [20] Critically, at odds with frequency-domain Raman approaches, where vibrational coherences are automatically sampled over their entire dephasing time, conventional time-domain Raman protocols such as ISRS can monitor vibrational coherences only over a finite temporal window, with a maximum time delay (T M ) between RP and PP. For this reason, the ISRS lineshapes are generally affected by a limited spectral resolution ∆ν = 1 c·T M . An additional drawback of ISRS is represented by the fact that the maximum resolvable (Nyquist) frequency is limited at half of the sampling frequency (ν Sam = 1 ∆T ): therefore accessing high frequency Raman modes typically requires long acquisition times. 1 In this respect, laser fluctuations during a T -scan imply signal-to-noise ratios generally lower than those obtained with frequency-domain Raman spectroscopies and for low cross section or low concentration compounds they can also overwhelm the ISRS oscillations. Finally, the multi-shot acquisition procedure required in ISRS cannot be applied for the study of irreversible processes, such as phase transition or non-reversible chemical reactions, or phenomena accompanied by sample damaging.
Optical pulses are often characterized by a chirp, i.e. a time dependence (in the carrier reference frame) of their instantaneous frequency, which is in general an unfavorable effect.
It hampers, for instance, reaching the minimal time bandwidth product given by the Fourier transform limit, a critical limitation in signal transmission, time resolved spectroscopies, efficiency of non-linear processes etc. In some cases, however, it can be exploited as a useful resource. Chirp has been employed for performing high spectral resolution spectroscopy with broadbandwidth laser pulses by spectral focusing, [21] [22] [23] to use an optical fiber as a time domain spectrometer, 24 for enhancing vibrational signals pertaining to different electronic states, [25] [26] [27] [28] up to the recent Nobel award for the amplification of optical pulses. 29 Here we build on a time-to-frequency encoding scheme based on chirp 30, 31 for measuring Raman spectra, introducing the CISRS (Chirp-based Impulsive Stimulated Raman Scatter-ing) technique. The basic idea is to exploit a chirped probe pulse, which arrives at the sample after the RP photo-excitation, so that different probe wavelengths λ interact with the system of interest at different time delays, t (λ). The evolution of the stimulated vibrational coherences, encoded in the PP spectrum, is hence acquired frequency-dispersing the probe beam by a spectrometer onto a CCD device (a sketch of the experimental layout is reported in Fig. 1b and compared with the conventional ISRS scheme). Notably, the use of a frequency dispersed detection allows accessing the Raman modes which have an oscillation period much faster than the PP time duration and does not compromise the temporal resolution of the ISRS experiment. 32 The electric field of a linearly chirped PP with a carrier frequency ω P can be expressed as
is the square root of the PP spectrum. We define the zero of the reference temporal axis as the arrival time of the PP carrier frequency (t(ω P ) = 0).
Considering a RP centered at t 0 -with a corresponding electric field E R (ω) = E 0 R (ω)e +iωt 0the relative time delay between the RP and the different probe spectral components scales as t (ω) = t 0 + 2C(ω − ω P ). By synthesizing the PP through super-continuum generation, 33 chirped white light continuum (WLC) pulses with a large spectral bandwidth are available.
The chirp value C can be further increased by introducing a dispersive material along the beam path and tailored in order to encode in the PP spectrum vibrational information sampled over a wider temporal windows. Another convenient way to add a large amount of chirp in the PP is to place along the PP optical path a Glan-laser polarizer, which can be also exploited for controlling the relative polarization between the Raman and probe pulses.
For this reason, we used a 1 cm thick Glan-laser calcite polarizer.
In the left panel of Fig. 2 we report the CISRS signal S(ν) acquired in a common solvent, namely liquid Carbon tetrachloride (CCl 4 ), as a function of the probe frequencyν around the more stable PP spectral region (from 16500 to 19500 cm −1 ). The adimensional signal S(ν) can be defined, factoring out the probe fluence, as the difference between the transmitted probe spectrum in presence (I On (ν)) and in absence (I Of f (ν)) of the RP, normalized by the probe pulse energy I Of f
In the top axis we report the corresponding t (ν)−t 0 axis. Considering the 16500-19500 cm −1
ΔmOD
Raman Shift (cm -1 ) Three spectra are acquired as a function of the RP temporal position t 0 . In the right panel we report the normalized raw Fourier transform of each S(t , t 0 ) signal, compared with a conventional ISRS measure, normalized at the amplitude of the 460 cm −1 peak, obtained scanning the temporal delay between Raman and probe pulses (black dashed line). Traces acquired at different t 0 have been vertically offsetted by a constant factor.
PP spectral region, a C = 900 fs 2 chirp corresponds to ≈ 1 ps of temporal window probed in a single-shot CISRS measurement. In order to further increase the monitored temporal region, we can tune the relative delay between Raman and probe pulses for acquiring additional CISRS spectra or increase the thickness of the dispersive material along the PP direction.
In the right panel of is in agreement with the conventional ISRS measure, the 315 cm −1 peak is not resolved.
Furthermore the lineshapes and the obtained relative intensities are not in agreement with the conventional ISRS spectrum.
In order to understand the origin of such anomalous response, the expected CISRS signal can be theoretically evaluated building on a perturbative expansion of the density matrix in powers of the electric fields acting on the sample. [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] In the case of non-resonant pulses, only two terms S
A and S
B are required to calculate the CISRS repsonse. The corresponding energy level diagrams, representing the evolution of the density matrix upon the different interaction with the RP and PP fields, are reported in Fig. 1c . The frequency-dispersed heterodyne detected CISRS S (3) (ω) signal can be expressed as the imaginary part ( ) of the product between the third-order polarizations P 
Denoting the frequency difference between the vibrational levels i and j as ω ij = ω i − ω j and the vibrational dephasing rate of the induced coherence |i j| as
A (ω) and S
B (ω) can be expressed as
and S
with
RG c = µ ab µ bc µ cb µ ba 3 is a common intensity factor depending on the electronic dipole moments, with the indexes a, b and c that indicate the energy levels reported in the diagrams of Fig.   1c . A complete derivation of the Eqs. 3-5 is reported in the Supporting Information (SI).
Considering a Gaussian
, in the electronic off-resonant regime (with ω ba ω R ), Eq. 5 can be recast as
We note that the common factor e −∆ 2 /(4s 2 R ) can be exploited to normalize the ISRS maps, in order to take into account the effect of a finite temporal duration of the RP, which impacts the ISRS response gradually reducing the Raman mode intensities upon increasing the frequency. In fact, this is done by multiplying the ISRS map for the factor e ω 2 /(4s 2 R ) .
Defining
, the signal can be further simplified (the detailed derivation is reported in the SI) to
As expected both S
B (ω) oscillate at the ω ca frequency and decay with the Γ ca rate. While the S
A (ω) signal is generated by an interaction with the PP field red-shifted by one vibrational quantum -E P (ω − ω ca )-with respect to the detected probe frequency ω, the S (3) B (ω) contribution arises from the blue shifted component E P (ω + ω ca ). 27 Considering a fixed t 0 , the CISRS frequency resolved signals can be converted to the corresponding temporal delays t (ω) = t 0 + 2ωC. Critically, Fourier transforming S B over t provides a direct information on the vibrational coherence only if the PP is constant over the monitored spectral region (E 0 P (ω) = E 0 P ). In Fig. 3 we show the signals S
A and S 
B CISRS signals computed in the ideal case of a spectrally flat probe pulse for a model system with three Raman active modes at 219, 315 and 462 cm −1 , with equal amplitudes and dephasing time (1 ps), for C = 945 fs 2 and a 30 fs Raman pulse. In the central panel we report the total signal as a function of t (ω) = t 0 + 2ωC for three different time delays t 0 . In the right panel the corresponding Fourier transform (red line) is shown and is compared with the Raman spectral lineshape (black line). The blue line reports the Fourier transform spectrum corrected for the finite RP duration and has been obtained multiplying the red trace for the factor e ω 2 /(4σ 2 R ) .
computed for such an ideal case, with a spectrally flat PP, using a 30 fs RP and a PP chirp C = 945 fs 2 . We considered a model system with three Raman active modes at frequencies 219, 315 and 462 cm −1 , with equal amplitudes and the same dephasing time (1 ps). In order to increase the effective probed temporal window, and hence the spectral resolution upon For these reasons, the Raman spectrum obtained upon a direct Fourier transform of the measured CISRS signal is not effective, since specific modes under investigation can be suppressed and the Raman lineshapes can be altered. It is worth stressing that using a non spectrally flat PP from one hand requires a more complex modeling, but from the other ensures that the destructive interference between the signals S B terms do not cancel each other out. In order to correctly extract the Raman information from a spectrally dispersed CISRS trace, Eqs. 3-5 should hence be used. We note that such relations are valid not only for Gaussian pulses but hold for arbitrary RP and PP spectral profiles. Moreover, by expanding the PP phase in power of ω, accordingly to E P (ω) = E 0 P (ω)e i n Cn(ω−ω P ) n , the derived formalism can be exploited for taking into account higher order dispersion terms beyond then linear chirp regime, a crucial factor for a correct calibration of the arrival time of each PP component in a broad spectral range. In order to estimate C n for the experimental PP, we measured the temporal overlap between the different spectral component of the broadband PP and the femtosecond RP inside the sample by means of the Optical Kerr Effect (OKE) cross-correlation 40 (further details are reported in the Methods section and in the SI). In our case, we used a PP with C 2 = 837 fs 2 and C 3 = 194 fs 3 , which correspond to a temporal window equal to ∼ 1.3 ps in the considered spectral range. is compared with the conventional ISRS signal obtained by Fourier transforming over the scanned temporal delay between the Raman and probe pulses (further details in the SI). The ISRS Raman spectrum has been corrected to take into account the finite RP time duration (30 ps). To ensure a high spectral resolution, in the ISRS measure we used a ∼ 4 ps timewindow, with a ∆T = 10 fs sampling step.
The CISRS measured peak positions are 219, 315.5 and 462 cm −1 for CCl 4 (with corresponding measured dephasing times equal to 1, 1.1 and 1.7 ps), and 261.5, 367 and 669 cm −1 for CHCl 3 (1.2, 1.9 and 2.3 ps measured dephasing times). All of them are in good agreement with the frequency domain spontaneous and stimulated Raman, as well as with ISRS measurements, demonstrating the CISRS capability of measuring Raman spectra with fast acquisition times. A detailed comparison between normal peak frequencies and linewidths is reported in Table 1 . Notably, while the ISRS measurement required 400 different acquisitions for retrieving the Raman information, the CISRS was performed with only 3 steps. Moreover, the CISRS Raman spectrum shows an improved signal-to-noise ratio with respect to the ISRS one: in fact, the fast CISRS acquisition time ensures that the measure is not affected by laser fluctuations or by beam dealignment, which on the contrary limit conventional ISRS. We note that under the present experimental conditions, a single CISRS measurement is still able to retrieve the Raman information but with a lower spectral resolution. A convenient way to increase the such resolution for performing single-shot CISRS acquisitions is introducing additional chirp or increasing the monitored PP spectral region. 
Methods
Experimental setup. The experimental setup exploited for the measurements is based on a Ti:sapphire laser source that generates 3.6 mJ, 35 fs pulses at 800 nm and 1 kHz repetition rate. The vertically polarized Raman pulse is synthesized by a non-collinear optical parametric amplifier (NOPA) that produces tunable pulses in the visible range (500-700 nm) and its compression is controlled by a pair of chirped mirrors. 45 The RP energy focused on the sample is ≈ 600 nJ. The 50 nJ vertically polarized probe pulse is synthesized trough supercontinuum generation by focusing part of the source pulse on a sapphire plate and filtering the 800 nm component by means of a shortpass filter. The PP chirp can be modified by introducing glass windows of different widths along the beam path and finely tuned changing the parameters of the super continuum generation inside the sapphire crystal. A convenient way to introduce a large amount of chirp in the PP is to add along the PP path a glan-laser polarizer, which ensures at the same time a parallel polarization between all the spectral components of the probe pulse. 46 Both the PP and the RP polarizations can be rotated us- 
